October 5, 2020

What’s Happening to America?

What is happening to America? Most Americans have submitted to months of lockdowns with hardly a whimper. When stay-at-home orders were issued, people complied with what Attorney General Bob Barr said was essentially “house arrest.” Officials told small businesses to close their doors while big businesses could be filled with people. Governors mandated masks and people surrendered their right to breathe, speak and live freely.

Governments deputized businesses forcing them to police the mask mandate, leading to the unmasked being discriminated against, reported, and arrested. Meanwhile, Covid-19 deaths are plummeting and deaths from weeks ago are being reported as though they’re current. While most Americans stay silent, Europeans are protesting en masse against the lockdowns. What’s happening to America and what does it mean for our future?

Madrid: https://bbc.in/2GcVSvX
Germany: https://bbc.in/3jpfpHP
Poland: https://bit.ly/3l0wV5w
Australia: https://reut.rs/3jtjY3J
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The Health Freedom Minute is now heard in 47 states:
Mornings M-Th at AM1280 (The Patriot) in MN and 91.5 AM WHKC (FreedomFM) in OH, afternoons on American Family Radio, and daily on the CSN network and Bott Radio Network.